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COUNTRY-ELLA

By WES CANNON

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of lines

NARRATOR ..........................self-explanatory 38

UNCLE JOHNNY ...................Ella’s distant uncle n/a

AUNT ZILLA .........................Uncle Johnny’s wicked wife 50

HILLY ..................................their bratty twin daughter 44

BILLIE.................................their other bratty daughter 40

ELLA ..................................über-perky city girl 60

MRS. BUTTERMILK ..............Ella’s “Country” Godmother 12

BUBBA ...............................the town’s most eligible deer hunter 44

BUFORD .............................Bubba’s right-hand bud 19

SETTING
TIME: Present.

PLACE: The country.

The living room of a simple country house. There is a couch CENTER 
and an armchair to the side. All other set pieces, such as the TV, 
doors, and windows can simply be suggested through mime if desired. 
Other props can be added to enhance the country feel of the room.

For the hoedown, cast members bring on a stool, a table with 
refreshments, and perhaps a few hay bales.

A stool is placed DOWN RIGHT for the NARRATOR.

ORIGINAL CAST
Country-Ella, directed by Wes Cannon and Justin Bowes, was first 
presented by the “NEXT” program of Maury River Middle School, 
performed in J. M. Hall of the Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, 
Virginia, on April 20, 2013.

NARRATOR ..........................Aly Huntsman
UNCLE JOHNNY ...................Jonathan Ogden
AUNT ZILLA .........................Jordyn Clark, Codi Helmick
HILLY ..................................Lexi Higgins
BILLIE.................................Adreana Duncan
ELLA ........................................Cassie Williams, Madison Carlino, Lily Ayres
MRS. BUTTERMILK ..............Lily Ayres
BUBBA ...............................Tabitha Sowell
BUFORD .............................Cassie Williams
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Tremendous thanks to Adreana, Aly, Cassie, Codi, Jonathan, Jordyn, 
Justin, Lexi, Lily, Madison, and Tabitha. If it hadn’t been for you, Country-
Ella would simply not be. Furthermore—because of you—Country-Ella 
was, like, so totally fun!
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COUNTRY-ELLA

AT RISE: UNCLE JOHNNY, AUNT ZILLA, HILLY, and BILLIE are watching 
TV. UNCLE JOHNNY sits in his chair with a can of Coke in his hand.
NARRATOR: (ENTERS and perches on the stool. To the AUDIENCE.) Now, 

folks, I’m sure y’all have heard the story of Cinderella before. Well, 
this here’s the story of Country-Ella, which, frankly, I think is more 
interestin’. So listen up and stop yer gabbin’. (Scans the AUDIENCE 
for anyone not yet listening.) Thank you. Like I was sayin’, Country-
Ella is much more interestin’ ’cause it takes place in the country. 
(Points.) This here’s the house where it all happens. That there 
is Uncle Johnny, Aunt Zilla, and the twins—Hilly and Billie. Ella is 
fixin’ to arrive from the big city. A car pulls up outside, and we hear 
the brakes go screech. (SOUND EFFECT: SCREECHING BRAKES)

HILLY: (Runs to the “window” and looks out.) Ma! Pa! There’s a bright 
yellow car outside with checkers on the door!

BILLIE: (Runs to the “window.”) Let me see!
HILLY: There’s a girl gettin’ outta the car, and she’s wearin’ weird clothes!
BILLIE: The driver’s gettin’ out!
HILLY: He’s gettin’ a lotta bags outta the trunk!
BILLIE: The girl’s givin’ him some paper money!
HILLY: Golly! Look at all that dough!
BILLIE: She’s comin’ this way!
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) You two stop yer fightin’.
HILLY/BILLIE: But, Ma! We ain’t fightin’!
NARRATOR: There’s a knock at the door. (KNOCKING from OFFSTAGE.)
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) Who’s knockin’ at the door?
NARRATOR: Hilly points for Billie to get the door. (HILLY points.) There’s 

another knock. (KNOCKING from OFFSTAGE.)
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) I said, “Who’s knockin’ at the door?”
NARRATOR: Billie points for Hilly to get the door. (BILLIE points.) 

There’s one more knock. (KNOCKING from OFFSTAGE.)
AUNT ZILLA: For the last time, one of you, go get the door!
HILLY: You do it, Billie.
BILLIE: I ain’t doin’ it, Hilly! You do it!
HILLY: I ain’t doin’ it!
BILLIE: Yes, you are!
NARRATOR: Hilly and Billie fight. (HILLY and BILLIE fight with one 

another. UNCLE JOHNNY angrily pounds the armrest of his chair.)

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Couch, armchair, optional country décor.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Television remote, Coke can (UNCLE JOHNNY)

Luggage (HILLY, BILLIE)

Smartphone (ELLA)

Envelope with invitation (HILLY)

Confetti, bag containing jeans, boots, camouflage jacket, orange 
hunting cap (MRS. BUTTERMILK)

Stool, table with refreshments, one or two hay bales (UNCLE JOHNNY, 
AUNT ZILLA, HILLY, BILLIE)

Deer (BUFORD)

Pop gun with strap (BUBBA)

THE DEER
The deer should be free-standing, like one used for target practice. A 
thin string is tied to it so that when pulled from OFFSTAGE, it will tip 
over for the “death” scene.

COSTUMES
ELLA is dressed in trendy “city” clothes, in stark contrast to her 

country-folk family.

HILLY and BILLIE are twins who dress identically.

MRS. BUTTERMILK is dressed in country fare but with a special flare. 
Be creative!

BUBBA is fully decked out in hunting clothes and gear, including a 
hunting rifle (pop gun) in a shoulder harness.

All other country folk can dress accordingly—jeans, overalls, cowboy 
boots, camouflage, flannels, t-shirts, caps, etc. Have fun!

SOUND EFFECTS
Screeching brakes, hoedown music, owl hoots, country music, cat 
screech, car horn.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
MRS. BUTTERMILK may be played by the same actor who plays UNCLE 
JOHNNY, if desired.
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AUNT ZILLA: Now you done it! Yer daddy’s mad! How many times do I 
have to ask you to go get the door?! Hilly, go get the door!

HILLY: But, Ma!
AUNT ZILLA: Do it!
HILLY: Yes, Ma. (EXITS and RE-ENTERS with ELLA, who is talking on 

a smartphone. To ELLA.) Who are you? (ELLA sees HILLY, raises 
a finger for her to wait, and keeps talking on the phone.) I said… 
“Who are you?!”

ELLA: (To HILLY.) Like, I’m on the phone, ’kay? (Back into the phone.) 
Sorry, what were you saying? Some girl was, like, talking.

BILLIE: (Looks outside.) Look at all those bags!
AUNT ZILLA: (Turns and sees ELLA.) Well, jeepers, girl! It’s about time 

you got here! Hilly, Billie, why didn’t you tell me yer cousin done 
got here?

HILLY: Our cousin?!
BILLIE: We got a cousin?!
AUNT ZILLA: (Goes to ELLA.) Get in here, girl! Gimme that! (Takes the 

phone from ELLA.)
ELLA: Hey! That’s my phone!
AUNT ZILLA: And now it’s mine. Yer momma oughta know better than 

to send you here with all this city stuff!
HILLY: Ma, who is this?
AUNT ZILLA: I told you. It’s yer cousin! Now go on and take those 

bags upstairs!
HILLY: But, Ma!
AUNT ZILLA: Do it!
HILLY: Yes, Ma. (Grabs luggage from OFFSTAGE and RE-ENTERS 

immediately with them. BILLIE smiles at HILLY. HILLY sticks out her 
tongue at BILLIE.)

AUNT ZILLA: Billie, you go on and help her.
BILLIE: But, Ma!
AUNT ZILLA: Do it!
BILLIE: Yes, Ma. (Picks up luggage from OFFSTAGE and RE-ENTERS 

immediately with them. HILLY smiles at BILLIE. BILLIE sticks out her 
tongue at HILLY. HILLY and BILLIE EXIT.)

AUNT ZILLA: (To ELLA.) Now, girl, what’s the big idea you gettin’ here 
so late, huh?

ELLA: (An excited volley of words.) Well, Aunt Zilla, first off, the taxi 
driver got so totally lost in the country, and I was, like, “No way!” 

you will kill every last deer in this here county. Can you do that 
for Bubba?

BUFORD: (Overcome with emotion.) Shucks, Bubba! Well, um…! Buford 
thinks he can… (Stands straight.) No! Bubba, Buford knows he 
can, and, Bubba… Buford will!

NARRATOR: Hilly and Billie start lookin’ at Buford all dreamy-like. 
(HILLY and BILLIE start fawning over BUFORD.)

BUBBA: Thanks, Buford. Bubba thanks you.
NARRATOR: There’s a short, heartfelt silence… (Beat.) Then the taxi 

honks again. (SOUND EFFECT: CAR HORN.)
ELLA: Looks like it’s, like, time to go! Like, bye, Uncle Johnny! Bye, Aunt 

Zilla! Bye, Hilly and Billie! (ELLA and BUBBA start to go.)
HILLY: Ella, wait! (ELLA and BUBBA stop.)
ELLA: Like, yeah?
HILLY: How come we couldn’t figure out yer phone thing? What was yer 

passcode, anyway?
ELLA: Oh, that? It was “like.”
HILLY: It was, like, what?
ELLA: No, it was “like.”
BILLIE: It was, like, what?
ELLA: No, sillies! It was, like, “like”! Like, L-I-K-E, “like.”
OTHERS: (Except UNCLE JOHNNY.) Your passcode was “like”?!
ELLA: (Thrilled.) Like, yeah! Wasn’t it, like, so totally clever?!
NARRATOR: And with that, Ella and Bubba walk out the door (ELLA 

and BUBBA EXIT.), get in the taxi, and go off to the big city, never 
again to return to the country. (UNCLE JOHNNY, AUNT ZILLA, HILLY, 
BILLIE, and BUFORD EXIT. NARRATOR steps FORESTAGE CENTER.) 
Now, folks, in time, Ella went on to become a motivational speaker. 
Bubba turned vegan and went to veterinary school. Uncle Johnny 
switched to Pepsi. Aunt Zilla reenlisted in the Army. Hilly and Billie 
opened a Piggly Wiggly. And Buford gave up deer huntin’ when 
he accident’ly shot off his big toe. Now, don’t y’all think that was 
better than how them city folk done told it? (CURTAIN.)

END OF PLAY
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Then, there was this deer in the road—a totally real deer! And 
there were these guys with guns, and I was, like, “Ewww! What are 
they going to do, kill it?” That’s, like, so totally gross!

AUNT ZILLA: (Stunned for a moment.) Girl, you watch yer tongue! You 
prob’ly saw Bubba huntin’ so he can make deer steaks and deer 
jerky. Look here, if you wanna stay in the country, you better get 
used to eatin’ deer, y’hear?

ELLA: Oh, Aunt Zilla, I couldn’t eat deer! I’m vegan.
AUNT ZILLA: Yer what?!
ELLA: Like, vegan. I don’t eat anything that has a face.
AUNT ZILLA: Deer jerky don’t have a face!
ELLA: Don’t you have any whole grain Kashi? It’s, like, my fave.
AUNT ZILLA: Whole grain what?! Girl, don’t be gettin’ cute with me! 

Hey, Johnny! This here girl says she don’t eat deer! (UNCLE JOHNNY 
takes a drink from his Coke, but otherwise doesn’t respond. To ELLA, 
as if he did respond.) See, even yer uncle thinks yer crazy.

ELLA: Aunt Zilla, can I have my phone back? I need to text my mom and 
let her know that I got here.

AUNT ZILLA: Don’t worry about that, girl. I’ll get her a letter in the 
mail tomorrow.

ELLA: A letter?! Do people still do that? How totally cute! (HILLY and 
BILLIE ENTER. AUNT ZILLA returns to the TV. To HILLY and BILLIE.) 
So you two are my cousins? Look at you! You look like twins. If I 
had my phone, I would so totally post a pic of you on Facebook. 
You’re even dressed like twins!

BILLIE: We are twins.
ELLA: No way! Like, what are your names?
HILLY: I’m Hilly, and that’s Billie.
BILLIE: I’m Billie, and that’s Hilly.
ELLA: (Thrilled.) No way! That’s, like, so silly! (HILLY and BILLIE—not 

thrilled—squint their eyes at ELLA.)
AUNT ZILLA: Hilly, Billie, quit fightin’ with yer cousin and go show her 

how to feed the chickens.
BILLIE: But, Ma! We weren’t fightin’!
ELLA: Feed the chickens? Excuse me, Aunt Zilla, but are you expecting 

me to, like, work? I thought this was supposed to be a vacation. 
My mom didn’t say anything about working.

AUNT ZILLA: Well, girl, yer momma’s not here, and a little work ain’t 
gonna kill ya. (Starts walking menacingly toward ELLA.) And you 
listen up, y’hear? As long as yer in the country and as long as yer 
in my house, you’d best be thinkin’ of me as yer momma. Got it?

BUBBA: Does this mean you’ll be Bubba’s girl?
ELLA: (Thinks.) Ummm… (Then decides.) ’Kay! Just, like, let me call my 

mom first. I haven’t talked to her in weeks. (Moves to the side and 
silently talks into the phone.)

BUBBA: (Goes to UNCLE JOHNNY.) Sir, Bubba wants to thank you. If 
it weren’t for you, Bubba woulda never found Miss Dusty Table 
again. If y’ever want some deer steaks or deer jerky from now on, 
sir, you just let Bubba know, okay? (UNCLE JOHNNY changes the 
channel with the remote, still watching TV. BUBBA reacts to this 
with surprised and excited “understanding.”) Uh… yessir. Bubba 
can bring on over some deer steak later tonight. (UNCLE JOHNNY 
crushes his Coke can, still watching TV.) And some more Coke? 
Yessir, Bubba can do that, too. (UNCLE JOHNNY wipes his nose 
all the way up his arm sleeve and sniffs, still watching TV.) No, sir. 
Bubba is much obliged to you. (Tips his hat. ELLA finishes her call. 
BUBBA rejoins her.) What did yer momma say?

ELLA: Oh, Bubba, I’m so sorry. My mom says it’s time for me to come 
home. I have to, like, get back to the city.

BUBBA: But… but…
ELLA: It’s okay, Bubba! We can still, like, be friends.
BUBBA: But… but…
ELLA: (Gets an idea.) Or…! Bubba, you could, like, so totally come and 

visit me in the city! My friends would, like, love you!
BUBBA: (Thinks.) Bubba’s never been to the big city before.
ELLA: You should, like, so totally come!
BUBBA: (Thinks.) Bubba does like you a lot…
ELLA: C’mon, Bubba! My mom has already ordered a taxi and everything!
NARRATOR: A taxi pulls up outside. It honks its horn. (SOUND EFFECT: 

CAR HORN.)
ELLA: What do you, like, say, Bubba?
BUBBA: (Thinks.) Like… (Then decides.) Okay! Bubba’s goin’ to the big 

city with Miss Dusty Table!
BUFORD/HILLY/BILLIE: You’re leaving, Bubba?!
BUBBA: Bubba is. (Gets serious.) But, before Bubba goes… (To 

BUFORD.) Buford, there’s somethin’ Bubba wants you to do 
for Bubba.

BUFORD: What’s that, Bubba?
BUBBA: (Ceremoniously and proudly takes off his gun and puts it 

into BUFORD’S hands. It’s almost as if BUFORD is being knighted. 
BUFORD is astounded.) Buford, Bubba wants you to promise that 
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ELLA: But, Aunt Zilla!
AUNT ZILLA: Now, get!
ELLA: But, like—
AUNT ZILLA: I said get! (HILLY, BILLIE, and ELLA quickly EXIT. AUNT 

ZILLA returns to the TV.)
NARRATOR: And so began Ella’s visit to the country. Weeks went by, 

and she was now doin’ every chore that Hilly and Billie used to do. 
(ELLA comes back IN, followed IN by HILLY and BILLIE.)

HILLY: (Teasing.) Time to clean the stable, Ella!
BILLIE: (Teasing.) Time to peel them taters, Ella!
HILLY: Time to fold the wash, Ella! (UNCLE JOHNNY angrily hits the 

armrest on his chair.)
AUNT ZILLA: Time for y’all to hush up!
HILLY/BILLIE: Yes, Ma.
NARRATOR: The mailman brings a letter to the door. (KNOCKING 

from OFFSTAGE.)
BILLIE: (Looking out the “window.”) Look, Ma! The mailman brought 

mail! We ain’t had mail in two years!
HILLY: (Snatches the letter from OFF and gives it to AUNT ZILLA.) Open 

it, Ma! What’s it say?
AUNT ZILLA: Why, it’s an invitation to the country hoedown! (Gasps.) 

Sent by Bubba himself!
HILLY/BILLIE: (Swoon.) Bubba!
ELLA: Bubba? Who’s Bubba? (AUNT ZILLA, HILLY, and BILLIE 

are scandalized.)
AUNT ZILLA: You watch yer mouth, girl! And don’t you be mindin’ about 

the hoedown.
HILLY: (Has an idea, then, really fake-nice.) Wait a second, Ma. It’s okay. 

Ella can know. (Nudges and winks at BILLIE.)
BILLIE: (Catches on, then, also fake-nice.) Yeah, Ma. It’s not like Ella 

can go to the hoedown.
AUNT ZILLA: (Smiles.) Why, yer right. All right, then… (Sugar-sweet.) 

Ella, Bubba ain’t nothin’ but the strongest, roughest, toughest, 
meanest, best-lookin’ prize deer hunter we have in this here county! 
And one of my girls is gonna dance with him at the hoedown and 
win his heart.

HILLY: (Swoons.) It’s gonna be me.
BILLIE: No, it’s gonna be me!
HILLY: Is not!

AUNT ZILLA: No! No, she’s not! I mean, no, there ain’t no one else 
up there!

BUBBA: Buford, go on upstairs and see if there’s any other girls here! 
(BUFORD starts to EXIT.)

AUNT ZILLA: (Blocking BUFORD.) No! You can’t! It ain’t fit for company! 
It’s a pig sty! My girls are slobs!

HILLY/BILLIE: No, we ain’t, Ma! (Fighting ensues as BUFORD tries to 
go, and the OTHERS try to stop him. UNCLE JOHNNY stomps on the 
floor. BUBBA grows angrier.)

NARRATOR: Bubba, gettin’ fed up with this nonsense, takes his gun 
from his back and fires a warning shot in the air. (BUBBA does so, 
but in a very controlled, precise, and confident manner. He’s clearly 
steaming mad as he stands his ground, slowly takes the gun, points 
it aloft, and shoots it. Pop! It’s a pop gun. Still, he maintains his 
machismo.) It startles a cat. (SOUND EFFECT: SCREECHING CAT.) 
…and everyone freezes. (They do.)

BUBBA: (Trembling.) Beggin’ yer pardon, ma’am, but please don’t try 
Bubba. Bubba’s ain’t killed no deer all day, and Bubba’s feelin’ 
kinda funny. (ALL gently back away from BUBBA. BUFORD EXITS and 
RE-ENTERS with ELLA, who is dressed again in city clothes.)

ELLA: Like, what was all that noise?
BUBBA: Miss Dusty Table!
HILLY/BILLIE: (In disbelief.) Miss Dusty Table?!
ELLA: (Sees BUBBA, joyous.) Bubba?!
BUFORD: Look who I found, Bubba!
AUNT ZILLA: Ella, you go on back upstairs, y’hear?!
BUBBA: Ella? But… ain’t this here yer phone? (Shows ELLA the phone.)
ELLA: (Beams.) Like, no way! You found it! I thought I’d, like, so totally 

lost it in the woods last night!
BUBBA: Can you unlock it?
ELLA: Like, duh! Of course I can! It’s, like, my smartphone! (BUBBA 

hands ELLA the phone.)
NARRATOR: Ella quickly unlocks the phone. (ELLA does, and shows 

EVERYONE.)
BUFORD/HILLY/BILLIE: She did it!
AUNT ZILLA: (Crumples to the floor.) Nooo!
ELLA: Look! There’s even a text from Mrs. Buttermilk! (Reads.) “Child, 

hope you had fun at the hoedown last night! L-O-L. Mrs. B.” How 
totally sweet of her! (To BUBBA.) Thanks for, like, finding my phone, 
Bubba! (Hugs him.)
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BILLIE: Is too!
NARRATOR: Hilly and Billie fight… (HILLY and BILLIE fight.) …again. 

(Rolls eyes.)
ELLA: You mean it’s, like, a dance? I love dancing! Why can’t I go?
AUNT ZILLA: You?! Ha, girl! At the hoedown?! Why, just look at you! 

You can’t go to a hoedown dressed like that! Who’d wanna dance 
with a city girl? (Laughs.)

HILLY/BILLIE: (Pause from fighting.) Yeah, who’d wanna dance with a 
city girl? (Resume fighting.)

AUNT ZILLA: Besides, I want you to paint the side of the barn. The 
looong side. (Evil laugh. HILLY and BILLIE stop fighting and start 
laughing with AUNT ZILLA.)

NARRATOR: They all laugh and laugh, and then leave.
AUNT ZILLA: C’mon, girls! (She, HILLY, and BILLIE EXIT.)
NARRATOR: Uncle Johnny leaves, too, but we don’t know why. (UNCLE 

JOHNNY EXITS.) Ella is feeling sad. Suddenly, there’s a cloud of 
smoke—poof! (MRS. BUTTERMILK ENTERS, unceremoniously 
tossing some confetti “smoke.”) An old lady stands before Ella. 
(NOTE: If the actor for UNCLE JOHNNY is doubling as and changing 
into MRS. BUTTERMILK, the NARRATOR can fill time by ad-libbing 
lines like, “I said, an old lady stands before Ella!” Etc.)

ELLA: (Surprised.) Like, who are you?!
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Why, child, I’m Mrs. Buttermilk, yer 

country godmother!
ELLA: My what?
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Yer country godmother!
ELLA: (Thrilled.) Sweet! I’ve never had a country godmother before! 

(Thinks.) Wait a minute… Like, what’s a country godmother?
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Why, child, what a silly question! I’m here to help 

ya! Now, let’s go on and get you all gussied up.
ELLA: Like, no offense, Mrs. Buttermilk, but I don’t know what 

you mean.
MRS. BUTTERMILK: The hoedown, child! It’s tonight! D’you wanna go 

or not?
ELLA: My aunt said I couldn’t.
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Who? Aunt Zilla? That old bag? You think I give a 

toot what she says?
ELLA: (Crestfallen.) She said I had to paint the barn.
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Oh, that don’t matter! Splash a little water on it. 

It’ll be good as new.

BILLIE: But, Ma! It wasn’t me who—!
AUNT ZILLA: Do it! (Smiles again at BUBBA.)
BILLIE: Yes, Ma. (Takes the phone and starts pushing different buttons.) 

It’s not working, Ma.
AUNT ZILLA: (Through smiling teeth.) Billie, honey, is somethin’ wrong?
BILLIE: Yeah, Ma. I don’t know the passcode.
AUNT ZILLA: (Upset, but still smiling.) You mean, someone’s done 

changed it?
BILLIE: No, Ma. I mean I never seen this phone before. It ain’t mine.
AUNT ZILLA: (Angry.) Billie! (Regains her composure, smiles.) I mean,

Billie, honey, that’s all right. Come to think on it, Bubba, it ain’t 
Billie’s phone at all. It belongs to my other girl, Hilly. (Grabs the 
phone from BILLIE and slaps it into HILLY’S hand. AUNT ZILLA then 
silently scolds BILLIE when no one is looking.)

BUFORD: (To HILLY.) You don’t look like Miss Dusty Table.
HILLY: Back off, Buford! It was dark last night! Just gimme a minute! 

I’ll have this phone unlocked faster than you can get thrown off a 
bull. (Tries one passcode. It’s wrong. She tries another. It’s wrong.
Embarrassed, lying.) I musta changed it last night before the 
hoedown. I got so many passcodes it ain’t funny! (Tries another.
It’s wrong. Glares at the phone. Then smacks it against her leg and 
starts taking a bite out of it.)

BUBBA: Hey there! (Wrestles the smartphone away from HILLY.) Don’t 
be doin’ that!

HILLY: Gimme back my phone! That’s my phone! (Loses it.) That’s my 
phone! Mine! Mine! I love you! I love you, Bubba! You’s supposed 
to be mine! Mine! Mine! (Tries to hold BUBBA.)

BUBBA: (Pushes her off.) Get back, girl! Bubba ain’t yer boy! (HILLY 
settles back down, and AUNT ZILLA silently scolds her.)

BUFORD: What’re you gonna do, Bubba? We done gone through all the 
girls in the county. There ain’t no more girls left. (Suddenly UNCLE 
JOHNNY pounds the armrest of his chair. AUNT ZILLA’S eyes go big 
as saucers.)

BUBBA: Wait a minute! (To UNCLE JOHNNY, as if he just said something.) 
Sir, what did you just say?! (UNCLE JOHNNY pounds his chair again.
Disbelieving.) You say there’s another girl?

AUNT ZILLA: (Startled.) Now, Johnny, you hush up, you hear? Don’t you 
say another word! (UNCLE JOHNNY takes a drink of Coke.)

BUBBA: (Disbelieving, but getting excited.) You say she’s in this
here house?! (UNCLE JOHNNY stomps twice on the floor. Super
excited.) Upstairs?!

For preview only.
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ELLA: Well…
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Look, Ella, Bubba’s gonna be there! Bubba 

himself! I hear he’s lookin’ for a girl to… you know, be his girl.
ELLA: But they said I can’t go dressed like this.
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Well, child, that’s true. You look like yer tryin’ to 

win the goofy clothes award. But we can change all that! That’s 
why I’m yer country godmother!

ELLA: (Excited.) Ooh! Are you going to, like, wave a wand over me?
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Heavens no, child! What do ya think this is, some 

kinda fairy tale? This here’s the country! You gonna borrow some 
of my little girl’s hand-me-downs. Here, try these on. (Pulls out 
jeans, boots, a camouflage jacket, and a blaze orange hunting cap 
from her bag. ELLA stalls for a moment, examining the clothes.) 
Well, don’t just stand there, child. Run along. (ELLA EXITS to 
change clothes.)

NARRATOR: So Ella goes to get dressed for the hoedown, and Mrs. 
Buttermilk waits patiently.

MRS. BUTTERMILK: (Yells OFF.) What’s takin’ so long?
NARRATOR: (To MRS. BUTTERMILK, as if instructing a child.) I said, 

“Mrs. Buttermilk waits patiently.”
MRS. BUTTERMILK: (Yells OFF.) You need me to show ya how it’s done?
NARRATOR: ’Scuse me, ma’am, but who is tellin’ this story? You or 

me? (NARRATOR and MRS. BUTTERMILK lock eyes for a beat. Then, 
to AUDIENCE.) Mrs. Buttermilk waits pati—

MRS. BUTTERMILK: (Yells OFF.) Don’t you make me miss my 
Bingo game!

NARRATOR: (To AUDIENCE.) Do y’all see what I gotta put up with? (Can 
ad lib here if additional time is required for the costume change. 
ELLA ENTERS in her new country attire.) 

MRS. BUTTERMILK:  Ah, there you are. Now, child, before I forget, 
there’s this… (Pulls out Ella’s smartphone.)

ELLA: (Elated.) Is that what I, like, think it is?! Is that my phone?
MRS. BUTTERMILK: Why, I reckon it’s yours, child. But I done fixed it 

all proper like. It ain’t no ordinary phone no more. This here’s a 
country phone now. It’s got apps for up-to-date weather, Gander 
Mountain, Bass Pro Shops, and—my favorite—NASCAR. It’s also 
got a GPS in case you get lost in the woods. Now, before you go, 
you’d best reset that four-letter passcode. Do it now.

ELLA: This is, like, so totally cool! (Thinking of a passcode.) I think I’ll 
make it, like…

NARRATOR: Ella enters a new passcode into her phone.

NARRATOR: Hilly and Billie fight… again. And I just wish one of ’em 
would go on and win! (HILLY and BILLIE give the NARRATOR a dirty 
look, then go back to fighting. UNCLE JOHNNY angrily pounds the 
armrest of his chair.)

AUNT ZILLA: Now you done it! Yer daddy’s mad! How many times do I 
have to ask you to go get the door?! Hilly, go get the door!

HILLY: But, Ma, I did it last time!
AUNT ZILLA: Do it!
HILLY: Yes, Ma. (Goes to the “door.”) Come on in! (Screams when she 

sees BUBBA, who ENTERS with BUFORD.)
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) What’s the matter, girl?! See a snake?
HILLY: (Stammers.) Buhb-bubuh-Buhb-bub-buh…!
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) What’s the matter with you, girl?!
BUFORD: Bubba’s here!
BILLIE: Bubba?!
AUNT ZILLA: Bubba?! Well, why didn’t you say so?! (To BUBBA, all 

sugar.) C’mon in, Bubba! How nice to see ya! I take it you ain’t 
found that Miss Dirty Table girl yet?

BUBBA: No, ma’am. And it’s Miss Dusty Table that Bubba’s lookin’ fer. 
Have you seen her?

AUNT ZILLA: Why, there ain’t no one here but who you see. There’s my 
beautiful girl Hilly. (Pushes HILLY into BUBBA, who wants nothing to 
do with her and passes her off to BUFORD.) And there’s my other 
sweet little girl Billie. (Pushes BILLIE into BUBBA, who wants nothing 
to do with her either, and passes her off to BUFORD as well.) And 
then there’s… (Quickly.) Johnny and myself. Did ya find her?

BUBBA: Well, no, ma’am, but—
BUFORD: Bubba! Bubba! Did ya try the phone yet?
BUBBA: No, nitwit, Bubba did not try the phone yet! You’ve been here 

as long as Bubba has.
BUFORD: Well, Bubba, maybe one of these here girls can unlock it!
BUBBA: Bubba knows that, Buford! Bubba’s been trying that all over 

the county! Whichsoever girl can unlock this here phone is gonna 
be Bubba’s girl. (Brandishes the smartphone.)

AUNT ZILLA: (Surprised.) Where did you get that?!
HILLY: Ma! That looks just like Ella’s—!
AUNT ZILLA: You hush yer mouth, Hilly! (Smiles, lying.) I mean, Bubba,

there still ain’t no other girls in this house who came home real 
late last night, sayin’ she “got, like, so totally lost in the woods.” 
None at all. Now, Billie, you go on and open that city-phone just 
like you did last night.

End of script sample.
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AT RISE: UNCLE JOHNNY, AUNT ZILLA, HILLY, and BILLIE are watching 
TV. UNCLE JOHNNY sits in his chair with a can of Coke in his hand.
NARRATOR: (ENTERS and perches on the stool. To the AUDIENCE.) Now, 

folks, I’m sure y’all have heard the story of Cinderella before. Well, 
this here’s the story of Country-Ella, which, frankly, I think is more 
interestin’. So listen up and stop yer gabbin’. (Scans the AUDIENCE 
for anyone not yet listening.) Thank you. Like I was sayin’, Country-
Ella is much more interestin’ ’cause it takes place in the country. 
(Points.) This here’s the house where it all happens. That there 
is Uncle Johnny, Aunt Zilla, and the twins—Hilly and Billie. Ella is 
fixin’ to arrive from the big city. A car pulls up outside, and we hear 
the brakes go screech. (SOUND EFFECT: SCREECHING BRAKES)

HILLY: (Runs to the “window” and looks out.) Ma! Pa! There’s a bright 
yellow car outside with checkers on the door!

BILLIE: (Runs to the “window.”) Let me see!
HILLY: There’s a girl gettin’ outta the car, and she’s wearin’ weird clothes!
BILLIE: The driver’s gettin’ out!
HILLY: He’s gettin’ a lotta bags outta the trunk!
BILLIE: The girl’s givin’ him some paper money!
HILLY: Golly! Look at all that dough!
BILLIE: She’s comin’ this way!
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) You two stop yer fightin’.
HILLY/BILLIE: But, Ma! We ain’t fightin’!
NARRATOR: There’s a knock at the door. (KNOCKING from OFFSTAGE.)
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) Who’s knockin’ at the door?
NARRATOR: Hilly points for Billie to get the door. (HILLY points.) There’s 

another knock. (KNOCKING from OFFSTAGE.)
AUNT ZILLA: (Still watching TV.) I said, “Who’s knockin’ at the door?”
NARRATOR: Billie points for Hilly to get the door. (BILLIE points.) 

There’s one more knock. (KNOCKING from OFFSTAGE.)
AUNT ZILLA: For the last time, one of you, go get the door!
HILLY: You do it, Billie.
BILLIE: I ain’t doin’ it, Hilly! You do it!
HILLY: I ain’t doin’ it!
BILLIE: Yes, you are!
NARRATOR: Hilly and Billie fight. (HILLY and BILLIE fight with one 

another. UNCLE JOHNNY angrily pounds the armrest of his chair.)

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Couch, armchair, optional country décor.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Television remote, Coke can (UNCLE JOHNNY)

Luggage (HILLY, BILLIE)

Smartphone (ELLA)

Envelope with invitation (HILLY)

Confetti, bag containing jeans, boots, camouflage jacket, orange 
hunting cap (MRS. BUTTERMILK)

Stool, table with refreshments, one or two hay bales (UNCLE JOHNNY, 
AUNT ZILLA, HILLY, BILLIE)

Deer (BUFORD)

Pop gun with strap (BUBBA)

THE DEER
The deer should be free-standing, like one used for target practice. A 
thin string is tied to it so that when pulled from OFFSTAGE, it will tip 
over for the “death” scene.

COSTUMES
ELLA is dressed in trendy “city” clothes, in stark contrast to her 

country-folk family.

HILLY and BILLIE are twins who dress identically.

MRS. BUTTERMILK is dressed in country fare but with a special flare. 
Be creative!

BUBBA is fully decked out in hunting clothes and gear, including a 
hunting rifle (pop gun) in a shoulder harness.

All other country folk can dress accordingly—jeans, overalls, cowboy 
boots, camouflage, flannels, t-shirts, caps, etc. Have fun!

SOUND EFFECTS
Screeching brakes, hoedown music, owl hoots, country music, cat 
screech, car horn.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
MRS. BUTTERMILK may be played by the same actor who plays UNCLE 
JOHNNY, if desired.
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COUNTRY-ELLA

By WES CANNON

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of lines

NARRATOR ..........................self-explanatory 38

UNCLE JOHNNY ...................Ella’s distant uncle n/a

AUNT ZILLA .........................Uncle Johnny’s wicked wife 50

HILLY ..................................their bratty twin daughter 44

BILLIE.................................their other bratty daughter 40

ELLA ..................................über-perky city girl 60

MRS. BUTTERMILK ..............Ella’s “Country” Godmother 12

BUBBA ...............................the town’s most eligible deer hunter 44

BUFORD .............................Bubba’s right-hand bud 19

SETTING
TIME: Present.

PLACE: The country.

The living room of a simple country house. There is a couch CENTER 
and an armchair to the side. All other set pieces, such as the TV, 
doors, and windows can simply be suggested through mime if desired. 
Other props can be added to enhance the country feel of the room.

For the hoedown, cast members bring on a stool, a table with 
refreshments, and perhaps a few hay bales.

A stool is placed DOWN RIGHT for the NARRATOR.

ORIGINAL CAST
Country-Ella, directed by Wes Cannon and Justin Bowes, was first 
presented by the “NEXT” program of Maury River Middle School, 
performed in J. M. Hall of the Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, 
Virginia, on April 20, 2013.

NARRATOR ..........................Aly Huntsman
UNCLE JOHNNY ...................Jonathan Ogden
AUNT ZILLA .........................Jordyn Clark, Codi Helmick
HILLY ..................................Lexi Higgins
BILLIE.................................Adreana Duncan
ELLA ........................................Cassie Williams, Madison Carlino, Lily Ayres
MRS. BUTTERMILK ..............Lily Ayres
BUBBA ...............................Tabitha Sowell
BUFORD .............................Cassie Williams

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Tremendous thanks to Adreana, Aly, Cassie, Codi, Jonathan, Jordyn, 
Justin, Lexi, Lily, Madison, and Tabitha. If it hadn’t been for you, Country-
Ella would simply not be. Furthermore—because of you—Country-Ella 
was, like, so totally fun!
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